OFFICE 365 & DYNAMICS 365 BACKUP & RESTORE
The Ultimate Protection—Automated, Unlimited, Flexible and Around-the-Clock

KEY BENEFITS

Comprehensive
Backup

Recover in Minutes,
Not Days

Worry-Free
Backup

Backup on Their
Terms

An unlimited backup
service for your customer’s Microsoft Office 365
and Dynamics 365
assets—including
Microsoft Teams,
Groups, Exchange
Online, OneDrive for
Business and more.

No need to hold for
support, schedule restore
windows, or perform a
site-level rollback when
you can restore their
Office 365 content and
mailboxes across Teams,
Groups, OneDrive and
SharePoint with just a
few clicks.

Run automatic backups
up to four times a day
and retain 100% of
your customer’s data
for one year. Unlimited
backup subscriptions
give them the flexibility
they need, and the
protection they want.

Choose to securely store
your customer’s backup
data in our scalable
Azure Storage with
minimal configuration,
your private cloud, or
whichever data center
and vendor you’d like.

THE MOST COMPLETE CLOUD-TO-CLOUD BACKUP SOLUTION
Cloud Backup for Microsoft Office 365 and Dynamics 365 offers unparalleled protection for all your customers’
tenants. With unlimited, automated backups, speedy content recovery and secure storage in AvePoint's Azure
storage or private cloud, all that’s left to decide is how much to recover, and when. On-demand and granular,
item-level restore provides anytime access to your customers’ business-critical emails, files, conversations, projects,
and tasks. Plus, with the help of AVA, AvePoint’s Virtual Assistant, you’ll be able to locate and recover your
customers’ lost content—from wherever and whenever—with item-level restore.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
COMPREHENSIVE BACKUP
Near-zero configuration for daily backup plans.

Backup up to four times a day, every day, to ensure data and content across your customers’ Dynamics 365 and Office 365
environments are secure.
Protection for Office 365 content including: Exchange Online, OneDrive for Business, and more.

Ultimate Planner, Teams, and Groups protection—beyond mail and files—so your customers’ channels, conversations, files,
sites, meeting items, tasks, and more are covered.
Built-in business rules and filters enable you to quickly choose which of your customers’ content you want to backup and
restore.

Store their data in the cloud or data center of your choice with support for Microsoft Azure, Amazon S3, Dropbox, and any
data destination that’s accessible via Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) and File Transfer Protocol (FTP).
Further safeguard their data from cyberattacks or leakage by bringing your own Microsoft Azure Key Vault Encryption Key
to meet compliance regulations around sensitive data.

GRANULAR RESTORE
On-demand, granular recovery of your customers’ content—including mailboxes, conversations, projects, tasks, calendars,
files—to the online or offline storage of choice while maintaining all metadata and permissions.
Granular restore doesn’t just mean an individual document or version—perform security roll-backs to undo unintended
permissions changes.
Restore content and conversations to mailboxes, OneDrive—not just to its original home.

Export and restore content outside of Office 365, including the ability to restore mail items to a PST, or documents to a file share.
Quickly recover content with time- or object-based restores by locating business-critical files or emails with full-text search
capability for rapid discovery.
Delegate restores to lower-level administrators and power users in Cloud Backup by any Office 365 scope.

AVA, AvePoint’s Virtual Assistant, is a chatbot that helps locate your customers’ lost content by responding directly to Teams
chats to find misplaced files or emails, and then easily restore.

●●●●● ●●●●●●

One Platform. Backup All Your Office 365 Content

Granular and Item Level Restore Capabilities

For a comprehensive list of new features in this release, please view our Cloud Backup for Office 365 Release Notes.

Currently available via our Distribution network!
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